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Amount requested: 53,106,400 Swiss Francs (approximately $42,154,628 on March 22, 2004; approximately $2,107,731 annually)

Length of program: 20 years

Annual cost per survivor: $21,243 for 125 Nazi victims

- The Association of Swiss Jewish Welfare is submitting two project applications: (1) “Support [105] Holocaust victims who live below the poverty line... with an additional monthly pension”; and (2) “20 female retirees and Holocaust victims requiring nursing care who currently live in Bosnia under inhumane conditions [who will be] transferred to Switzerland.”

- The sum requested to “support 150 needy Holocaust victims in Switzerland [is] 14,364,000 Swiss Francs.” The goal of this project is to provide “the 90 registered needy Holocaust survivors in Switzerland [] with the minimum living standards plus psychological care. They should receive an additional monthly pension of 500 Swiss Francs per person.”

- The sum requested to “support 20 needy Holocaust victims requiring nursing care in the Lengnau retirement home [is] 38,742,480 Swiss Francs.” The goal of the project is to “transfer 19 persons now living in Bosnia Herzegovina to the Lengnau retirement home plus one person who now lives in a retirement home in Israel [and to provide] care and full financial support for all 20 until the end of their lives.”